Case Study
Buying the best and breeding them
better for Aussie farmers
Dairy farmer: Brendon Winter
Region: Gippsland
Topic: Balanced Performance Index (BPI)

When Brendon Winter (Winaview Holsteins) uses imported
Holstein semen for his herd, his main priority is to check
where the bull ranks on the Australian Breeding Value
system.
“Over 300 BPI (Balanced Performance Index) is the starting
point,” he said about choosing sires. “Even with Australianbred bulls that’s my cut-off at the moment, but with bulls
rising each year that might be 320. There are lot of things
each year that will change. Even with heat tolerance, two
years ago that wasn’t a thing you would look at.”
Brendon started milking cows eight years ago after
completing a cabinet making apprenticeship.
He started with a herd of 40 and will this year milk 120 at
Warragul, the peak capacity at his leased dairy.

A third-generation dairy farmer, Brendon derives most of
his income from milk, but also breeds bulls for genetics
companies.
In the April 2019 ABV release, Brendon’s Holstein bull
Winaview Superhero Avenger – ENDGAME became the
highest-ever genotyped BPI sire standing in Australia. At
the time, his BPI was 382.
ENDGAME’S great, great grand dam, M-GEE PS Anjelica,
was purchased by Brendon as a nine-month-old heifer at
the local Leading Edge sale in 2011. She’s since produced
four sons for AI.
“Milk is my biggest income, something that I need
to concentrate on, but breeding bulls like Avenger
(ENDGAME) is something that probably excites me more
than filling the vat,” he said. “There’s a lot of time spent
looking at bulls and cow families, not just looking at
genomic numbers, but cow families and sire stacks as
well. I use families that are constantly proving themselves,
a lot of time and effort goes into the research and it is
good to get some results.”

Genetics is a family affair: Brendan Winter breeds bulls for AI while his partner, Dr Josie Garner, is one of the Agriculture Victoria’s
research scientists behind the Heat Tolerance ABV.

When selecting sires, Brendon considers what Australian
farmers want and need in a bull.

The improvement, thanks to selecting sires with higher BPI
rankings, has been evident in Brendon’s calves.

“For the Australian market and Australian farmers, I look at
selecting bulls that are high in the ABVs,” he said.

Two years ago, all the calves he registered had an average
BPI of 187. One year later, this had increased to an
average of 250.

“I aim to breed a bull that Australian farmers want to use.
That’s why I’m using a lot of international bulls that stackup in Australia.”
Brendon’s core breeding objectives are simple.

While growing herd numbers has been a priority in recent
years, Brendon said he’s started to see the impact of
better-bred heifers.

“Health traits is one of the major things I look for,” he said.
“One thing with the Holsteins, when you are talking to the
vets, it’s just about getting the cows in calf. Years ago,
there was a lot of focus on production and the trait, fertility,
fell behind.”

“We are seeing a big improvement, not just in health traits,
but also in production and components as well,” he said.
“This comes from taking out the bottom end, the sort of
cows that have a bit of trouble getting in calf, produce a lot
of milk but not much fat and protein.”

Although there’s been a focus on health traits, Brendon
ensures he continues to select bulls with positive milk fat
and protein scores as well as a minimum of 104 for type
and mammary.

Genomics plays a large role in Brendon’s business. He
says “95 per cent” of his decisions are based on the
science. For example, choosing which heifers to flush for
eggs and which animals to target for joining with sexed
semen. And almost all the bulls are genomic sires.

Size is also a consideration, concentrating mostly on
breeding medium-framed cows and improving the
“strength and chest width” to avoid cows becoming too
“narrow”.
Selecting bulls that are A2 – have only the A2-protein – has
also become a priority due to demand from farmers. He
said there are certain dairy farmers who only choose A2
sires due to the requests for this type of milk in the market.
Producing polled bulls is also becoming more of a priority
with farmers considering the animal welfare aspects of
dehorning.
There’s no doubt breeding is where Brendon’s passion lies.
Up to 95% of his herd is Holstein and 80% is registered.
“I’d like to achieve a whole registered herd, all AI (artificial
insemination), none sired by herd bulls,” he said.
The herd has shot-up DataGene’s BPI ranking list. “It’s
ranked number 21 on BPI, I’d like to make it on the top 10,
I’m heading in that direction.”
“I’ll be able to do that with top-end heifers coming into
herd and taking over the bottom end. I’m coming-up to
having enough numbers at the end of this year, so that
the bottom-end of the herd can be replaced with higher
ranking animals.”
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Some of the cow families within Brendon’s herd include
Australian names such as the Perfectors, Waves, Jennifers
and Lucky, as well as imported families including the
Alicias, Cosmopolitans, Faiths and Lila Zs.
Milking off a total of 53 hectares, Brendon has purchased
16ha next door to the dairy he leases.
He calves from February to October, choosing to keep
milking numbers “fairly steady” to ensure the milk cheques
“keep flowing”.
The herd produces an average of 8,000 litres/cow/
lactation with a 4.1% milkfat and 3.4% protein. Between
6-7 kilograms of grain is fed per cow in the bail, with this
dropping back to about 4 kilograms during spring.
For future sire selections Brendon will consider ABVs for
new traits such as heat tolerance and feed saved.
Not only does he believe these will be beneficial to the
Australian dairy herd and therefore in demand by farmers
choosing bulls, his partner Dr Josie Garner, a Research
Scientist at Agriculture Victoria Research, helped develop
these traits at the Ellinbank Dairy Centre.
“She’s at one end of genomics, I’m at the other,” he
laughed.
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